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Abstract—The impact of the third order current harmonic
cannot be ignored in a five-phase permanent magnet synchronous
motor (PMSM), on the contrary of the three-phase PMSM. So,
to realize the speed sensorless control for PMSM, a Sliding Mode
Observer (SMO) is suggested with consideration the impact of
third order harmonic. At the outset, a Sliding Mode Control
(SMC) with injection of the third order current harmonic is
designed for speed sensorless control of PMSM model for Electric
Vehicle (EV). Then, Sliding Mode Observer is built to estimate
the motor speed, torque and current in (d,q) frame, in order to
improve the performance of sensorless control strategy. Besides,
the stability of the SMC and SMO are studied using Lyapunov
stability criteria. The feasibility of this technique will be evaluated
using MATLAB/Simulink platform

Index Terms—Five phase PMSM, Third order current har-
monic, Sliding Mode Control, Sliding Mode Observer, electric
vehicle.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the advancement of the power electronics technol-
ogy, the poly-phase permanent magnet synchronous motor
(PMSM) has become increasingly attractive. It guarantees a
lot of performances, as high torque and low inertia, high
efficiency, and elevated speed. In addition to its ability to
reduce the stator current per phase without increasing the stator
voltage, and achieving minimum torque ripple with lower
vibration. It is able to carry operation even with loss of supply
of one or more than one phase. This confirms the high fault
tolerance of multi-phase machines [1]. They also present other
advantages, which are redundant, reliable and an additional
degree of freedom [2]. Thanks to its attractive properties,
poly-phase machine has been used in several applications, [3],
where high performance and reliability are demanded. For
instance, in the case of an electric vehicle. For that reason,
most electric vehicle development company prefers vector
control strategy to drive the multi-phase PMSM, [4], [5]. This
strategy needs the knowledge of speed and rotor position, so
they need to use position and speed sensors, which makes the
multi-phase PMSM drive less reliable and more expensive,
because of their sensitivity to the environmental constraints as
temperature and vibration [6].

Many researchers, in literature, have been analysis the
concept of sensorless control strategy for multi-phase PMSM
such as Kalman filtering [7], interval observer [8], and Sliding
mode observer [9].

To overcome these drawbacks, a lot of researchers used
a sensorless sliding mode control, which is defined as the
simplest control technique to implement, even for nonlinear
systems. This control strategy provides many advantages such
as robustness and better transient performance, [10]. The es-
sential idea of the sliding mode control is to drive the trajectory
of the system state close to sliding surface. On time sliding
surface is reached, the trajectory of system slides around it,
and the system becomes robust against external parametric
variations and disturbances. Actually, sliding mode theory
proved its worth in control and estimation schemes. The design
of sliding mode observers had an important discussion in many
research works, [11], [10]. The developed SMO replaces the
traditional switch function with a saturation function in order
to reduce chattering phenomenon, and improve accuracy of
parameters estimation.

In this work, a proposed sliding mode observer based
sensorless control strategy to drive the five phase PMSM
for electric vehicles. This paper is ordered as follows. In
section II, a vehicle dynamics modelling is described. In
section III a sliding mode control is designed with third
current harmonic injected.SMO is presented in section IV,
with system description and stability analysis.Section V deals
with robustness study and simulation results, and section VI
is concerned to the conclusion

II. VEHICLE DYNAMICS MODELLING

Based on aerodynamics and vehicle mechanics principles,
[2], [12], the road load of an EV can be described by:

FT = Fr + Faero + Fg + Facc (1)

where Fr is the rolling resistance force produced by the tire
flattening. Faero is the viscous resistance called the aerody-
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namic drag. Fg is the grading resistance force, and Facc is the
acceleration force. The load torque TL of an EV is given by:

TL =
r

i
FT =

TL wheel

i
(2)

where r is the dynamic radius of tire, i is the transmission
ratio and TL wheel is the load torque of wheel. The power
needed to drive a EV has to compensate the road load. It’s
described by:

PT = vFT (3)

with v is the vehicle speed which is dependant on motor speed
, the tire radius and transmission ratio. In order that the vehicle
speed reaches its descriptive value, it is necessary to lead the
motor speed to achieve its reference value.
Usually,the feedback control of PMSM needs the precision
value of the real speed which is dependant on electromagnetic
and load torque.In this case, the forces that are acting on the
electric vehicle affect the speed. Consequently, it is essential
to produce the demanded torque to track the real speed to its
reference value. Then, this work aiming for sensorless control
of PMSM during different drive cycles to ensure EV operation.

III. SLIDING MODE CONTROL OF FIVE PHASE PMSM
A. Five phase PMSM model

The electrical equations of five-phase PMSM model in (d,q)
frame are given by, [2]:

Vdp = Ridp + Lp
didp
dt − npΩLpiqp

Vqp = Riqp + Lp
diqp
dt + npΩLpidp +

√
5
2k1Ω

Vds = Rids + Ls
dids
dt − 3npΩLsiqs

Vqs = Riqs + Ls
diqs
dt + 3npΩLsids −

√
5
2k3Ω

(4)

Where vdp, vqp, vds, vqs, idp, iqp, ids and iqs are respectively
the stator voltages and currents The mechanical equations of
PMSM in rotating frame are given by:

J
dΩ

dt
= Tem − fΩ− TL (5)

Tem =

√
5

2
(k1iqp − k3iqs) (6)

where Tem , f and TL are electromagnetic torque, friction
coefficient and unknown load torque, respectively.

B. Optimum third order current harmonic

Without harmonic components, the back electromotive force
(EMF) is not sinusoidal waveform, for the most of PMSM
manufactured.
The third current harmonic component is ordinarily the utmost
dominant, then k3 is different to zero, which improve the
torque performance of the five phase PMSM. Based on the
torque equation (6), this current will be derived. In steady state,
electromagnetic torque is the objective torque to be produced
and it was equal to the load torque.

Tem = T ∗ (7)

Using the torque reference, current iqp can be derived :

iqp =
T ∗ −

√
5/2k3iqs√

5/2k1

(8)

Minimizing RMS phase currents, is one of the most per-
formed conceptions of motor drive:

Min(I) = Min(
√
i2qp + i2qs) (9)

Substituting (8) into (9), we can deduce:

i∗qs =

√
2

5

T ∗k3

k2
1 + k2

3

(10)

Then, the fundamental current component is expressed by:

i∗qp =

√
2

5

T ∗k1

k2
1 + k2

3

(11)

With the optimum third current harmonic injected, the motor
can run smoother and the torque ripple will be reduced. The
detailed analysis is available in [13]

C. Sliding Mode Control

SMC presents an impressive properties of robustness, ac-
curacy, and easy implementation and tuning. The SMC is
benefited by the ability of its dynamic behaviour of the system
to conform by the particular choice of the sliding function,
also its closed loop response becomes absolutely insensitive
to some kind of uncertainties.

Fig. 1. Bloc diagram of SMC with SMO for five-phase PMSM..

Fig. 1. represents the speed sensorless control of five phase
PMSM. The construction of SMC requires mainly three steps:
beginning with the switching surface choice, then convergence
condition, run out to control calculation
J. Slotine suggest a form of scalar function to determine the
sliding surface [14]

s(x, t) =

(
d

dt
+ λ

)r−1

e(t) (12)

where λ is a positive coefficient, r is the relative degree, and
e(t) is the error given by:

e(t) = xref (t)− x(t) (13)

The convergence condition is defined by Lyapunov inequality:

s(x)ṡ(x) < 0 (14)
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Then the control algorithm comprises two terms, one concern-
ing the exact linearization and an other stabilizing.

uref = un + ueq (15)

ueq is calculated using the following expression: ṡ(x) = 0
un is described by un = ksign(x); k > 0
The first step of the SMC calculation for a PMSM is to
describe the sliding surface, as:

s(Ω) = Ωref − Ω
s(idp) = idp ref − idp
s(iqp) = iqp ref − iqp
s(ids) = ids ref − ids
s(iqs) = iqs ref − iqs

(16)

Once the system reaches the sliding surface s(Ω) becomes
equal to zero:

ṡ(Ω) =
dΩref

dt
− dΩ

dt
= −dΩ

dt
= 0 (17)

then

Tem = fΩ + TL (18)

From (5) and (11), iqp ref can be expressed by:

iqp ref = iqp eq+iqp n =

√
2

5

T ∗k1

k2
1 + k2

3

+kΩsign(s(Ω)) (19)

The reference voltages can be written:
vdp ref = Ridp − npLpΩiqp + kdpsign(s(idp))

vqp ref = Riqp + npLpΩidp +
√

5
2k1Ω + kqpsign(s(iqp))

vds ref = Rids − 3npLsΩiqs + kdssign(s(ids))

vqs ref = Riqs + 3npLsΩids −
√

5
2k3Ω + kqssign(s(iqs))

(20)
The existence conditions of the sliding mode are [15]:

kΩ ≥
∣∣∣fΩ + TL

/√
5
2k1

∣∣∣
kdp ≥ |Ridp − npLpΩiqp|
kqp ≥

∣∣∣Riqp + npLpΩidp +
√

5
2k1Ω

∣∣∣
kds ≥ |Rids − 3npLsΩiqs|
kqs ≥

∣∣∣Riqs + 3npLsΩids −
√

5
2k3Ω

∣∣∣
(21)

The high frequency oscillation phenomenon can be decreased
by replacing the function ‘ sign’ by a saturation function ’sat’.
In order to realize the control system with high reliability,
stability and accuracy, we need to evaluate the speed and
torque value for the PMSM.
It can be noted that currents and back EMF contain the speed
information as well as the electromagnetic torque.

IV. SLIDING MODE OBSERVER

The SMO is one of the most used technique for speed sen-
sorless control. This observer is aimed to estimate currents and
back-EMF values , therefore, to valuate the torque, position
and especially the rotor speed.This technique is detailed in

[16] and [17]. In the most cases currents and back-EMF are
estimated in (α, β) frame, using the low pass filter as a simple
solution to reduce noise, but this solution can cause severe
phase lag. In this case the best idea is to estimate all parameters
in (d, q) frame, without the use of filters.

A. Current Observer

SMO design is built on system variable structure theory. The
currents are measurable parameters, and considered as output
of the system. By using a mathematical model of PMSM in
the rotating frame, the conventional SMO can be constructed
as follows:

Lp
dîdp
dt = −Rîdp + Vdp −Kpsign(Sdp)

Lp
dîqp
dt = −Rîqp + Vqp −Kpsign(Sqp)

Ls
dîds
dt = −Rîds + Vds −Kssign(Sds)

Ls
dîqs
dt = −Rîqs + Vqs −Kssign(Sqs)

(22)

The sliding surface S(x) is expressed by:
S(x) = î(t)− i(t) = 0
where S(x) = [Sdp Sqp Sds Sqs]

T , î = [îdp îqp îds îqs]
T ,

are estimated currents, and i = [idp iqp ids iqs]
T , are

measured currents. Kp and Ks are the constants observer
gains. sign(S(x)) is the sign function. With the intention of
decreasing the chattering phenomenon, the sign(S(x)) term is
replaced by saturation function Sat(S(x)), defined by [18]:

Sat(S) =

 1
S/γ
−1

if
if
if

S > γ
|S| ≤ γ
S < γ

(23)

where γ is a small positive constant. The SMO can be
described by:

Lp
dîdp
dt = −Rîdp + Vdp −KpSat(Sdp)

Lp
dîqp
dt = −Rîqp + Vqp −KpSat(Sqp)

Ls
dîds
dt = −Rîds + Vds −KsSat(Sds)

Ls
dîqs
dt = −Rîqs + Vqs −KsSat(Sqs)

(24)

In order to verify the stability of SMO, Lyapunov function is
defined by [16]:

V =
1

2
S(x)TS(x) (25)

The stability condition of the SMO are:
- The Lyapunov function V is definite positive.
- The derivative of V is negative.
Taken in consideration the substantiate of the first condition,
the second one is described by:

V̇ = S(x)T Ṡ(x) < 0 (26)

The state error is given by:
Sdp = îdp − idp
Sqp = îqp − iqp
Sds = îds − ids
Sqs = îqs − iqs

(27)
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Using eq. (24) and (27), the dynamics of estimation error are
expressed as follows:

Lp
dSdp

dt = −RSdp + edp −KpSat(Sdp)

Lp
dSqp

dt = −RSqp + eqp −KpSat(Sqp)

Ls
dSds

dt = −RSds + eds −KsSat(Sds)

Ls
dSqs

dt = −RSqs + eqs −KsSat(Sqs)

(28)

Taken into consideration that all states of PMSM are bounded,
the sliding mode surface condition, S(x) = 0 given by
S(x)T Ṡ(x) is satisfied with set defined by , [6], [16] :{

Kp > max(|edp| , |eqp|)
Ks > max(|eds| , |eqs|)

(29)

The stabilisation of SMO is obtained by an appropriate choice
of Kp and Ks, which is large enough.
One time the system reaching S(x) :

Ṡ(x) = S(x) = 0 (30)

Substituting eq. 30 into eq. 28, we have:
edp = KpSat(îdp − idp)

eqp = KpSat(îqp − iqp)

eds = KsSat(îds − ids)
eqs = KsSat(îqs − iqs)

(31)

where edp, eqp, eds and eqs are the back EMF of PMSM.

B. Position and rotor speed estimation

Using estimated currents, we can deduce the estimation
electromagnetic torque from the eq. 4:

T̂em =

√
5

2
(k1îqp − k3îqs) (32)

Then the mechanical rotor speed can be calculated from the
previous estimation of currents, electromagnetic torque and the
back EMF by its expression:

Ω̂ =
−̂→e ∗ −̂→i
T̂em

(33)

More over, the evaluated value of rotor position can be directly
calculated by simple derivative operation in the observer.

θ̂ = np
dΩ̂

dt
(34)

The studied speed sensorless control is shown in Fig. 1.
It should be noted that the input parameters of SMO are
currents and voltage signals which are defined using real
measurements of the system, and estimated rotor speed and
torque are the outputs.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

For the purpose of verifying the validity and effectiveness
of the sensorless control technique, the proposed system
described in Fig. 1. has been implemented in the Mat-
lab/Simulink platform, and tested under different operating
conditions: load torque application, and inversion of speed,
but first of all we have to check the robustness and the
stability of the system in case of parametric variation. The
main parameters of five phase PMSM are listed in Tab.I

A. Simulation results with / without parametric variation

During operation of PMSM, its parameters are subject
to variations that may be due to saturation or heating. For
example, the stator resistance varies when the temperature of
the winding increases following an application of the load.
With the aim of verifying the performance of developed
observer, it’s important to study the influence of parameter
variation on the machine operation; we thus carried out tests
of robustness in order to analyze the different transient and
permanent performances, as well as that of the observer.

1) Stator resistance variation: Fig. 2 shows speed and
torque variation in healthy case, and with parametric variation.
The estimated speed and torque follow track rapidly its refer-
ence trajectory as shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (c) . Considering
the resistance variation at around +100%, Fig. 2 (a) and Fig.
2(c) show that an error of +100% of the stator resistance
rating slightly affects the dynamic and static performance of
the SMO during the transient regime in case of speed variation,
with an average error less than 2%, as shown in Fig. 2 (b) and
(d)

2) Stator inductance variation: Considering the inductance
variation at around −70%, Fig 3 (a), (b), (c) and (d) illustrate
the low parametric sensitivity of the observer with the variation
of the stator inductance. Indeed, this low sensitivity can
result in a sufficient robustness of the observer compared
to a possible saturation of the magnetic circuit. It’s clear
that the estimated parameters coincide with the reference
values in both of transient and steady state, which is making
the error converge to zero. Hence the SMO preserved its
good performances and high robustness against the parametric
variation.

B. Simulation results under NYCC driving cycles

Now, to examine the performance of the observer, in more
large speed transition from low until rated value, we use
the New York City Cycle ”NYCC” which represents an
urban route through New York. Fig.4 shows the estimated
performance of PMSM under the NYCC. This drive cycle is
characterized by its low average speed.
It can be observed in Fig.4 (a) that the estimated speed follow
track rapidly their reference value with an average speed
estimation error approximately equal to zero, which confirms
the effectiveness of the SMO, as shown in Fig.4(b). The
estimated electromagnetic torque follows perfectly the load
torque generated by the machine in all of the speed range,
as shown in Fig.4(c) and (d) It’s noticed that the varying
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. Speed and torque estimation with parametric variation +100% on R

parameters and the disturbances do not have any significant
effects on PMSM performance or the observer estimation. It
can be deduced that the SMC and SMO work under large
range speed conditions with the presence of disturbances and
varying parameters.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, SMO based sensorlless control is developed to
drive a multi-phase PMSM. The proposed technique establish
the SMO. The controller is associated with the SMO, and
stability conditions are proved using Lyapunov function under
large range of speeds. The obtained results prove the effec-
tiveness of the SMC with a SMO in terms of speed tracking,
load disturbances rejection and with parametric variation.

APPENDIX

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Speed and torque estimation with parametric variation −70% on Lp

and Ls

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF FIVE-PHASE PMSM

Parameter Label Value
Number of pole pairs np 2

PMSM phase resistance R 5Ω
Principal motor inductance Lp 0.1228H
Seconder motor inductance Ls 0.0222H

Inertia moment J 0.00075Kg.m2

V iscous friction coefficient f 0.000457N.m.s/rad
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. Estimated speed and torque of PMSM under NYCC drive cycle
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